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A heart-pounding murder mystery. Involved in a tragic accident under suspicious circumstances,

award-winning journalist Jake Woods teams with detective Ollie Chandler to uncover the truth. This

Randy Alcorn best seller finds Jake drawing upon all his resources in an ever-intensifying,

dangerous murder investigation. Unaware of the imminent threat to his own life, Jake struggles for

answers to the mystery at hand and is plunged into a deeper search for the meaning of his own

existence.
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This book attacks the concept of political correctness and the hypocritical quicksand of "moral

relativism" by weaving a tale of suspense and intrigue into the everyday life of a liberal newspaper

reporter. The book hooks you from the beginning, with a story about three friends on a typical

Sunday afternoon watching football, and tossing a coin to see who will drive to get the pizza at

halftime. The coin lands, and stays, on its side! All three pile into the car together and after picking

up the pizza and heading back, there is a terrible accident and the story picks up with one of the

three, the reporter, awaking in the hospital. Thus begins a journey during which his popular beliefs

about life, meaning and morality are challenged in a very personal way. Instead of spoiling the story,

I will leave it up to the reader to explore.The message of the book can be best described by the

following passage regarding morality (page 419). "Maybe the greatest danger isn't when the rules

get broken, maybe it's when the rules get changed. Once they're changed you can follow the new

rules and think you are doing the right thing, while all the time your new truth is just the old lies. You



can tell yourself it's OK because the standards have changed, but if the standards mean anything at

all they don't change. I want to follow the truth no matter where it leads me. The Truth will set you

free."Overall, this is a well-written story, and provides enough twists and turns to keep the reader

interested. Often however, the author seems to try and take on too many issues at once.
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